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Abstract: Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) is succeed in such a way that it become very easy to extensively employ image local 
feature in different computers vision and image processing software’s. SIFT is very helpful to develop advance object classifiers. SIFT 
has been accepted widely for its invariant to scale, lighting and rotation in images. SIFT derived from sensitive gradient fields is not Flip 
Invariant. We can see flip like transformation in real world application because of symmetric pattern of objects, artificial flipping and 
opposite capturing view point. Here we have given Flip Scale-invariant feature transform with its utilization for object recognition, copy 
detection and classification of image. Extraction of SIFT is faster than FSIFT because of explicit flapping of local region and 
computation of dominant curl. FSIFT is being tolerant to flips as well as it conserve properties of SIFT. Before computation of SIFT 
estimation of local patch and normalization of patch geometrically starts by flipping. In following tasks we encourage the power of 
FSIFT 1: Object detection and recognition 2: video copy detection. Accuracy of SIFT can be increase by FSIFT as well as it also saving 
about 50% of cost detection in computation. We establish leadership of F-SIFT in dealing with flip transformation by comparing it, with 
remaining seven descriptors. While object detection we can show capability of F-SIFT in symmetric objects. F-SIFT improve 
continually. 
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1. Introduction  
 
F-SIFT is a new descriptor that incorporates the flip 
invariance property to SIFT, while preserving its original 
properties. F-SIFT create the descriptors by following ways: 
Curl can be mapped to calculate direction of flow of image 
whether it is clockwise or anti-clockwise. Flip invariance 
property of Flip Scale-invariant feature transform can be 
ensure by enforcing that the rotation of all the regions must 
follow the same direction indicated by the sign of Curl. 
Regions which flow in direction opposite to the early stated 
direction, flipping the image along the vertical or horizontal 
axis and from their supreme orientations are performed for 
normalizing the region geometrically. Descriptor of SIFT 
can be extracted by normalizing the region. We can say that 
FSIFT operates on SIFT and maintain its Primary Property.  
 
F-SIFT possess strong performance than SIFT. Matching 
pair recover by F-SIFT is more than SIFT.F-SIFT give same 
outcome as SIFT for Transmission involving no flip. 
Because of estimation problem during Curl Computation, F-
SIFT found some matching pairs. Such error or problems 
arrives from area lacking of texture problem. The extraction 
of SIFT descriptors from an image is approximately one 
third Faster than F-SIFT. 
 
Flip operations happen in different context, flip operation is 
mostly used trick, mainly we can observe horizontal flipping 
because this operation will not result in apparent loss of 
video content.[6][5] Flip can be occurred during taking 
images of view from different direction of viewpoint. Object 
with symmetric structure exhibit flip like transformation. 
When we allow the objects of symmetric structure to be 
matched in feature space; it results in increment of recalling 

of objects within same class. Particularly, when we capture 
objects from absolute view point. 
 
2. Related Work  
 
During evaluating local descriptors invariant to different 
available transformation has gain attention of researcher, 
attribute of Flip is not taken in consideration. Until now 
there are different invariant descriptor SPIN[7],RIFT[7],MI-
SIFT [8],FIND[9] this also include SIFT which differ by 
partitioning of region by dividing it into 4 * 4 block . This 
identify grid with eight directional histograms. It creates the 
feature by attaching histogram in row from left to right and 
its bins in clock wise manner. Because of this flip 
transformation will not maintain order of the positions of 
bins and blocks. Due to this various version of descriptor 
because of the predefined order of feature scanning .Solution 
for this can be altering feature transformation [8] and 
scanning order [7][9] or partitioning scheme . 
 
Problem of flipped copy detection can be solved by indexing 
tow SIFT for every region [10],[11] one of them is 
calculated by simulating flip operation. From this increase in 
memory consumption and indexing time can be seen, in 
[12],[13] different methodology was emerged by submitting 
toe different version of descriptor, with and without flipped 
for copy detection. Time for query processing is increase 
due to this. 
 
3. Literature Review 
 
David Lowe in [2] suggested the Scale Invariant Feature 
Transform. It interprets different image features. 
Transformation can be rotation, scaling, illumination. To 
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extract SIFT descriptors from an image; reference image is 
initially convoluted with Gaussian filters at different scales.  
 
In [1] image processing, mirror of an image is created by flip 
operation. Near duplicate videos can be created by using 
technique of Flip. Flip operation does not change the content 
of the video It is necessary to Flip operation to be identified 
in a video copy detection system. In many cases flip 
operation salient region descriptor do not consider flip of 
image. This paper compares the performance of existing 
salient region descriptors over flip operation. 
 
Near-duplicate videos can be created using common 
operations like flip .Mirror of an image is produce by flip. 
There are two types of flip: vertical flip which flips the 
image in horizontal axis operation and Horizontal flip which 
flips the image in vertical axis. The advantage of this flip 
operation is that it will not make any changes in content of 
the video, but the direction of information regarding image 
flow will be change. So it is suitable to create copy of a 
video without changing its content [1]. Hence to determine 
flip, it is essential that the video copy detection system must 
be invariant to flip transformation. The flip-invariance 
quality of a descriptor relays on its partitioning scheme. 
 
In this paper [3], new technique to identify near duplicate 
key frame is stated by matching, learning of local interest 
points and filtering with PCA SIFT descriptor. The issue in 
filtering efficiency, learning flexibility, matching reliability 
are utilize to remove into the potential of LIP based 
detection and retrieval. We stated two issues 1. Search 
effectiveness, 2. Speed efficiency by which we can support 
OOS with index structure known as LIP-IS. Speed of LIP-IS 
and filtering capability are compared and asymptotically 
estimated to local sensitive hashing by diagnosing attributes 
of PCA-SIFT. 
 
This paper [7] introduces a texture representation desirable 
for acknowledging pictures related to textured surfaces 
under transformations, which contains changes in viewpoint 
as well as in no rigid deformations. Within feature 
extraction, a set of Laplacian regions and affine Harris can 
be found in the image. These regions can be thought of as 
texture element with elliptic shape. Such pattern and a 
distinctive appearance pattern that can be found in different 
via shape normalization which generally follow computation 
of spin image and RIFT descriptor.  
 
4. Conclusion 
 
In this paper we have shown utilization of F-SIFT for Object 
recognition, image classification and video copy detection It 
seems that extraction of SIFT is faster than F-SIFT because 
of explicit flipping of logical region and computation of 
dominant curl. . Development in detection effectiveness can 
be seen in Copy detection, Object detection, and video copy 
detection. We can take advantage of F-SIFT by which we 
can analyze flip like structure of image as well as we can 
improve detection effectiveness.  
 
In copy detection, we reveal the use of F-SIFT in 
anticipating whether given query is flipped copy of a 
provided video. While in object recognition, it states that F-

SIFT perform other visual descriptors, whenever flip is 
applied on the top of different transformations. While 
revealing the similar performance SURF for no-flip 
transformation. 
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